TRAINING

Covering
all bases
Spa consultancy Resense has teamed up with online
training provider Lobster Ink to create a web-based training
program for multiple spa roles. But what does it
cover and why is it so needed in the industry?

Shillington says Lobster and Resense
hope to solve a real industry
challenge with the new training

he lack of skilled management
and qualified spa staff has been
a well-known industry threat for
many years and now that wellbeing
is in the spotlight, the pressure
on spa teams will deepen,” says
Kasha Shillington, CEO of spa
consultancy and management
company Resense. So when Lobster
Ink, an online learning specialist whose
clients include the likes of Marriott,
Hilton and Kempinski, approached
Resense to help guide the content

Lobster has ﬁlmed best practice examples in various spas

and strategy behind a comprehensive
web-based program for those working
in wellness it saw a great opportunity.
Four years on and Lobster Ink has just
launched Spa Professional, an online
training program designed to equip
employees with the skills needed to
provide superior guest experiences while
improving profitability. “We hope to solve
a real industry challenge,” Shillington says.

Addressing mistakes
Resense has worked on over 90 spa
projects worldwide and currently
manages 52 facilities. During this
time, it’s seen spas make a common
set of errors time and again, even
in high-profile properties. Lobster
has developed the Spa Professional
curriculum to tackle these head-on.
One course, for example, is dedicated
to inventory management. “Everyone
knows the words, yet every spa we audit
seems to have a challenge with this,”
says Shillington. “Expensive products,
in particular, anti-ageing and facial
products, are not always affiliated with
the most popular treatment which
elevates the need to critically balance
supply and demand. Spa Professional
teaches the necessary skills, knowledge
and behaviours to address this and has
specialist training for spa leaders who need
to take it to the next level by connecting
it to their ordering routines and P&L.”
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The course covers all roles, as
every team member has an
impact on a guest’s spa journey

WHAT DOES T HE T RAINING COVE R?

The focus is
on skills and
duties rather
than fixed roles

Spa Professional covers four spa learning paths: attendant,
receptionist, therapist and leader (for managers/directors).
Each learning path is made up of some or all of the following
courses, with the level of knowledge adapted accordingly:
O Guest

Service: The Spa Journey
Maximizing Bookings
Therapy: Caring for the Guest
O Spa Attendants: Caring for the Spa
O Retail: Enhancing the Guest’s Experience
O Inventory: Effective Management
O Spa Management Fundamentals: Inventory Management
O Spa Management Fundamentals: Operations
O Spa Management Fundamentals: Marketing
O Spa Management Fundamentals: Finance
O Reservations:

Another course focuses on booking
optimisation. “While most spa staff
have been trained to suggest treatment
time slots to fill non-peak periods, the
majority are not practising this simple
step and are still handing guests a menu
and asking them when they’d like to
visit,” explains Shillington. The Spa
Professional approach is to break down
the booking process into manageable
and memorable tasks so the “learner
cannot imagine doing it any other way”.
Overall the idea is to inject the
general business acumen which is so
often lacking in spas and to pay special
attention to the visitor experience and
engaging with guests, something which
underpins all successful facilities.

All spa roles
While some web-based spa therapist or
management training programs already
exist (see p62), Spa Professional claims
to stand out because it covers all four
main roles – attendants, receptionists,
therapists and managers/directors.

O Spa

The program is currently available in English but versions
in Chinese, German and Spanish are in development

“It’s essential to cover all roles because
every person is vital in caring for a guest
throughout their spa journey,” explains
Shillington. Imagine a guest who dislikes
their treatment and is planning to leave
quietly and not return. In this case, the
program teaches all spa team members,
including receptionists, how to pick up
on body language, tone and expression
and gives them tips on how to turn a
dissatisfied customer into a happy, loyal
guest while still remaining professional
and respectful to their therapist colleague.

Learning path outline
Training for the four spa roles – what
Lobster refers to as ‘learning paths’ – is
broken down into courses which cover
everything from looking after the spa
to caring for the guest and a range of
spa management fundamentals. There
are 10 courses in total (see above) and
each of these comprises lessons that
deliver on very specific outcomes.
Importantly, the learning paths are
made up of a mix of these courses, so the
focus is on skills rather than duties, as
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Shillington explains. “Due to increased
labour costs nowadays, less spas employ
attendants so these duties are often
completed by other team members.”
Each learning path includes 8-10 hours
of training, but the intention is not for
employees to work through all of the
material in one sitting. The curriculum
has been designed to enable learning on
the job – learn a lesson, apply it on your
next shift and revisit if necessary. Once a
course is complete, employees face theory
and practical assessments and they must
achieve a mark of 80 per cent or more to
receive their certificate of completion.

Embedded learning
Spa Professional is different from other
web-based industry training, because it
‘embeds’ learning. Trainees don’t just watch
a presenter speak or study text-heavy
presentations. Instead, Lobster uses a
mix of animation, videos of different
scenarios filmed in spas and other
interactive approaches. “Animation is a
great way of bringing a booking schedule
or P&L lesson to life,” says Shillington.
“Filming also makes it easier to educate.
We show the wrong way and the right
way of doing something which makes
it easier to comprehend – especially

Good, effective training can
increase spa proﬁts by more
than 100 per cent, says Resense

We show the wrong way and the right way of doing
something which makes it easier to comprehend
with potentially sensitive subjects like
how to handle guest misconduct.”
The learning methodology Lobster has
honed over the last 15 years also employs
contemporary cognitive understanding
and behavioural science techniques. These
include ‘managing cognitive load’ by
paying attention to the length of a lesson,
the speed of a voice-over, camera angle,
music etc which all affect how information
is absorbed and transferred into memory.
Behavioural science studies show that
up to 80 per cent of knowledge is lost
within 30 days unless that knowledge is
applied, practiced or reinforced, which

OT H ER O NLINE SPA TRAINING
A number of other companies and organisations offer online spa training
for various roles. Some are exclusively web-based, while others include a
mix of internet-based learning and classroom sessions. Examples include:
O Glion

Institute of Higher Learning (Excellence in Spa Operations)
Joanneum University of Applied Science (International
Hospitality and Spa Management)
O International Spa Association (Certified Spa Supervisor Program)
O IST-Studienienstitut (Wellness and Spa Management Diploma)
O Spa Business School (Online Business Accelerator
and Management Development Platform)
O Spa Education Academy
(Online Level 4 Spa Management Qualifications)
O Raison d’Etre (The Spa Management Online Program)
O University of California, Irvine
(Certificate of Spa and Hospitality Management)
O Wynne Business (Spa Director’s Management Intensive Course)
O FH

Other useful resources
www.spaandwellnesscareers.com/education
www.spahandbook.com/courses

is why Lobster takes a learn, apply and
revisit approach for each lesson.

The value of training
Currently, Spa Professional is available in
two packages and pricing structures – Spa
Professional for Business, for independent
or smaller spa groups looking to train less
than 60 associates; and Spa Professional
for Enterprise for groups looking to train
over 60 associates. The minimum package
includes five licenses – a least one manager
learning path and any four associate
learning paths – which, altogether, cost
US$1,885 (€1,711, £1,469) a year with
volume discounts being applied to larger
packages and multi-year agreements.
“It was important to Lobster to ensure
pricing is affordable,” says Shillington.
“If you compare it to what spas pay for a
trainer to visit for five days, plus flights
and accommodation, this course is much
less and covers many more aspects.”
It’s no secret that many spas are
reluctant to allocate a training budget,
but this is a short-sighted approach
given the value it can bring to a business,
she concludes. “We defined the [Spa
Professional] curriculum based on training
we’ve conducted in the spas we manage.
Existing spa operations have experienced
on average 112 per cent increase in
departmental profit in the first year after
takeover. Many of these spas achieved
significant revenue increases as well,
however, the largest impact was on profit,
demonstrating that managing the business
better [with better training] will minimise
costs, thus increasing your margin.”O
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